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a b s t r a c t
Modeling and understanding heat transport and temperature variations within biological tissues and
body organs are key issues in medical thermal therapeutic applications, such as hyperthermia cancer
treatment. The biological media can be treated as a blood saturated tissue represented by a porous
matrix. A comprehensive analytical investigation of bioheat transport through the tissue/organ is carried
out including thermal conduction in tissue and vascular system, blood–tissue convective heat exchange,
metabolic heat generation and imposed heat ﬂux. Utilizing local thermal non-equilibrium model in porous media theory, exact solutions for blood and tissue phase temperature proﬁles as well as overall heat
exchange correlations are established for the ﬁrst time, for two primary tissue/organ models representing
isolated and uniform temperature conditions, while incorporating the pertinent effective parameters,
such as volume fraction of the vascular space, ratio of the blood and the tissue matrix thermal conductivities, interfacial blood–tissue heat exchange, tissue/organ depth, arterial ﬂow rate and temperature,
body core temperature, imposed hyperthermia heat ﬂux, metabolic heat generation, and blood physical
properties. A simpliﬁed solution based on the local thermal equilibrium between the tissue and the blood
is also presented.
Ó 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Thermal transport within living organisms, bioheat transfer, is
an important biological and therapeutic issue, which involves
new aspects in thermal therapies, cryobiology, burn injury, disease
diagnostics, and thermal comfort analysis. Thermal side effects of
various treatments are important issues in bioheat investigations
such as in bone drilling operation [1], frictional heating and temperature rise in total knee joint replacement [2], and in ophthalmology (laser eye surgery) [3–5]. A principal issue in medical
thermal therapeutic applications, such as hyperthermia treatment,
is modeling and understanding the heat transport and temperature
variation within biological tissues and body organs.
Hyperthermia treatment is recognized as the fourth adjunct
cancer therapy technique following surgery, chemotherapy, and
radiation techniques. In hyperthermia, the tumor cells will be overheated to a therapeutic value, typically 40–45 °C to damage or kill
the cancer cells and affect metastases [6,7]. Although it has been
known for many years that fever can damage the cancer cells,
hyperthermia technique is recently being developed as a cancer
treatment by controlling and focusing the heat on the cancer cells.
Hyperthermia is being utilized for many cancer types such as
breast cancer, sarcomas, melanomas, bone metastases, carcinomas
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of the lung, stomach, pancreas, gallbladder, kidneys, neck, brain tumors, prostate tumors, and cervical cancer [8,9].
In contrast to healthy cells, a tumor is a tightly packed body of
cells in which the blood circulation is restricted. Heat can cut off
the oxygen and vital nutrients from the abnormal cells resulting
in a breakdown in the tumor’s vascular system and destruction
of the cell’s metabolism and subsequent devastation of tumor cells.
In addition, heat causes the formation of certain proteins in the diseased cancer cells, the so-called heat shock proteins, which appear
on the surface of the degenerated cells. The body immune system
detects these proteins as extraneous cells, making the abnormal
cells visible to the immune system.
Hyperthermia technique also improves the efﬁciency of other
cancer therapies such as, chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Insolated cells, which would not respond to chemotherapy or radiation
alone, would be subjected to heat treatment. Hyperthermia in conjunction with chemotherapy causes the drug to penetrate deeper
into the tumor while augmenting the efﬁcacy of the drug delivered
to the tumor. The increased efﬁcacy of simultaneous utilization of
hyperthermia and radiotherapy or chemotherapy has been demonstrated in treatment of certain types of diseases [10], such as breast
cancer [11], cervical and bladder cancer [12], rectal cancer [13],
prostate cancer [14], head and neck cancer [15], superﬁcial tumors,
lung and stomach cancer and pancreas and liver metastases.
Hyperthermia treatment can be utilized either on the whole
body or locally targeting the cancer cells. Whole body hyperthermia treatment is usually used for metastases, which have spread
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Nomenclature
atb
Bi
cp
D
Dh
htb
hs
kb
kb,dis
kb,eff
kt
kt,eff
Nus
Nus,simp
q
qs
q_ gen
T
Ta
Tb,m
Tc
Ts
u
ua

speciﬁc surface area (m1)
Biot number, htbatbD2/kt,eff
blood speciﬁc heat (J kg1 K1)
depth of the tissue/organ (m)
hydraulic diameter of the channel, 2D (m)
blood–tissue interstitial heat transfer coefﬁcient
(W m2 K1)
surface heat transfer coefﬁcient for the thermal nonequilibrium model, qs/(Ts  Tb,m)(W m2 K1)
blood thermal conductivity (W m1 K1)
blood dispersion thermal conductivity (W m1 K1)
effective thermal conductivity of the blood phase
(W m1 K1)
tissue thermal conductivity (W m1 K1)
effective thermal conductivity of the tissue phase
(W m1 K1)
Nusselt number at the organ’s surface incorporating the
local thermal non-equilibrium model
Nusselt number at the organ’s surface based on the local
thermal equilibrium model
heat ﬂux (W m2)
heat ﬂux at the body organ surface (W m2)
heat generation within the biological tissue (W m3)
temperature (K)
arterial blood temperature entering the organ (K)
blood mean temperature (K)
body core temperature (K)
temperature of the body organ surface subject to an imposed heat ﬂux (K)
blood velocity (m s1)
arterial blood velocity entering the organ (m s1)

throughout the body, and for frequently recurring tumor types.
Localized hyperthermia treatment can be managed so as to have
a relatively limited effect on healthy cells while a higher temperature is achieved in the cancer cells. In fact, one of the important
issues in hyperthermia is to apply the treatment mainly on the
abnormal cells to prevent burning and destroying the healthy ones.
Hyperthermia is performed utilizing various techniques such as
warm water bath balloons and blankets, hot wax, inductive coils
(similar to those in electric blankets), and thermal chambers. For
deep localized treatments various modalities such as short waves,
ultra-high frequency sound waves, microwave and laser can be
utilized.
Heat transport through the biological tissues, represented by
bioheat models, involves thermal conduction in tissue and vascular
system, blood–tissue convection and perfusion (through capillary
tubes within the tissues) and also metabolic heat generation.
Assuming local thermal equilibrium between the blood and the tissue, Pennes [16] presented one of the early and more frequently
used bioheat models. Due to simpliﬁcations and shortcomings of
this model, other workers have established mathematical bioheat
models by extending or modifying Pennes model [17,18]. Wulff
[19] modiﬁed the bioheat model’s perfusion term, utilizing local
mean blood velocity and tissue temperature gradient rather than
the blood perfusion volumetric rate and the blood temperature difference, respectively, as used in Pennes model. Klinger [20] considered the local blood mass ﬂux to modify the Pennes model. Chen
and Holmes [21] developed the previously stated models considering the thermal equilibrium effects and adding the dispersion and
microcirculatory perfusion terms. Analytical and computational
studies have been done utilizing stated bioheat transfer models
and the local thermal equilibrium assumption between the blood

x
y

longitudinal coordinate (m)
transverse coordinate (m)

Greek symbols
e
porosity (volume fraction of the vascular space)
g
non-dimensional transverse coordinate, y/D
U
non-dimensional heat generation within the biological
tissue, ð1  eÞDq_ gen =qs
j
ratio of the effective blood thermal conductivity to that
of the tissue,
b,eff/kt,eff ﬃ
pkﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k
parameter, Bið1 þ jÞ=j
q
blood density (kg m3)
h
non-dimensional temperature, kt,eff(T  Ts)/qsD
non-dimensional blood mean temperature
hb,m
non-dimensional body core temperature, kt,eff (Tc  Ts)/
hc
qsD
Dh
non-dimensional temperature difference between tissue and blood phases
x
blood perfusion rate (s1)
Subscripts/superscripts
b
blood phase
b,m
blood mean
c
body core
eff
effective property
s
body organ surface subject to an imposed heat ﬂux
t
tissue phase
Symbol
hi

intrinsic volume average of a quantity

and the tissue [22–26]. Some bioheat models are also established
and examined for countercurrent heat transfer in arterial-venous
vessels [27–36].
Advantages of utilizing porous media theory in modeling bioheat transfer, due to fewer assumptions as compared to different
established bioheat transfer models, are stressed by Khaled and
Vafai [37], Nakayama and Kuwahara [38], and Khanafer and Vafai
[39,40]. The biological structure can be treated as a blood saturated
porous matrix including cells and interstices, the so-called tissue.
Utilizing the porous media theory, non-thermal equilibrium between the blood and the tissue is addressed and the blood–tissue
convective heat exchange is taken into account. Volume averaging
over each of the blood and tissue phases results in an energy equation for each individual phase [41–50], known as the local thermal
non-equilibrium model. The volume averaging over a representative elementary volume containing both the blood and the tissue
phases results in a local thermal equilibrium model referred to as
the one equation model. Description of the established bioheat
transport models can be found in the literature [17,37,38,51]. A
comprehensive synthesis and analysis of mathematical models
representing bioheat transport has been recently presented by
Khanafer and Vafai [39]. Further, the analytical characterization
and production of an isothermal surface for biological and electronics applications is given in Mahjoob and Vafai [52].
As mentioned earlier, the knowledge of the heat transfer process within the blood perfused tissues and the temperature distribution in tissues and organs are essential for an effective thermal
therapy such as hyperthermia cancer treatment and also reducing
any undesired effect on the healthy cells. In this work, the thermal
therapy and heat ﬂux intensity effects on the biological media are
investigated and characterized analytically to establish a more
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accurate prediction of the blood and tissue temperature distributions within biological organs, applicable in bioheat applications
such as hyperthermia. Utilizing the local thermal non-equilibrium
model of porous media theory, exact solutions for the tissue and
blood temperature distributions are established. These exact solutions can be utilized for different types of tissues and organs while
determining the physical condition of the patient by considering
effective parameters such as the vascular volume fraction, tissue
matrix permeability and size, blood pressure and velocity, metabolic heat generation, imposed heat ﬂux, and body core temperature. As such, the current models for temperature prediction
during thermal therapies can be modiﬁed to present a more accurate temperature distribution within healthy and diseased cells.
2. Modeling and formulation
2.1. Problem description
Biological media usually consist of blood vessels, cells, and
interstitial space, which can be, categorized as vascular and extra-vascular regions (Fig. 1a). As such, a biological structure can
be modeled as a porous matrix, including cells and interstitial
space, called tissue in which the blood inﬁltrates through. In this
work, the blood and tissue local heat exchange, while the biological
media is subjected to an imposed heat ﬂux as in hyperthermia, is
addressed and the blood and tissue temperature proﬁles are established analytically. The established analytical correlations incorporate the effects of the imposed heat ﬂux, blood and tissue physical
properties, arterial blood velocity, porosity and geometrical properties of the biological structure, internal heat generation within
the tissue (e.g. metabolic heat generation), and the heat penetration depth. Two primary conditions are investigated in this work
to simulate bioheat transport through a biological structure. In
the ﬁrst model, an isolated boundary condition exists at a depth
(D) across which the heat can penetrate. This model is also applicable as a symmetry thermal boundary condition in which the heat
ﬂux is imposed from both sides of the organ (Fig. 1b). The second
model is based on the physical representation of the core tissue/organ at a safe value at depth (D) through imposition of a uniform
temperature at that depth. Flow is assumed to be hydraulically
and thermally fully developed. Natural convection and radiation
are assumed to be negligible and thermodynamic properties of
the tissue and blood are considered to be temperature
independent.
2.2. Governing equations
The anatomic structure is modeled as a porous medium consisting of the blood and the tissue (solid matrix) phases. The governing
energy equations for the blood and tissue phases incorporating
internal heat sources (e.g. metabolic reactions) and local thermal
non-equilibrium conditions can be represented as [37–39,41–49].
Blood phase:

kb;eff r2y hT b ib þ htb atb ðhT t it  hT b ib Þ ¼ eqcp huib

ohT b ib
ox

ð1Þ

Tissue phase:

kt;eff r

t
2
y hT t i

t

b

 htb atb ðhT t i  hT b i Þ þ ð1  eÞq_ gen ¼ 0

ð2Þ

intrinsic blood phase average velocity, blood and tissue effective
thermal conductivities, blood and tissue thermal conductivities,
blood dispersion thermal conductivity, porosity (the volume fraction of the vascular space), blood density and speciﬁc heat, respectively. The blood–tissue interfacial heat transfer coefﬁcient is
represented by htb and the speciﬁc surface area by atb, and q_ gen is
the heat generation within the biological tissue (e.g. metabolic heat
generation). Nakayama and Kuwahara [38] state that replacing the
perfusion term of the simpler bioheat models by the interfacial convective heat transfer term in the porous media model should be
examined and they proposed replacing the term htbatb by
htbatb + qcpx in both the blood and tissue energy Eqs. (1) and (2).
Parameter x represents the blood perfusion rate, which can be considered independent of location and temperature for simplicity. As
such, the established exact solutions in this work are general solutions, which can satisfy both cases of utilizing the perfusion term as
stated in Nakayama and Kuwahara model [38] or without that
modiﬁcation.
2.3. Boundary conditions
The imposed heat ﬂux at the organ’s surface can be represented
under the local thermal non-equilibrium conditions, based on the
work of Amiri et al. [48], Lee and Vafai [45] and Maraﬁe and Vafai
[49] as

qs ¼ kb;eff


ohT b ib 

oy 



hT b ib 

y¼0

ð3Þ

kt;eff ¼ ð1  eÞkt

ð4Þ
b

t

b

where, parameters hTbi , hTti , hui , kb,eff, kt,eff, kb, kt, kb,dis, e, q, and cp
are the intrinsic phase average blood and tissue temperatures,

ð5Þ


 hT t it y¼0  T s

ð6Þ

The external heat ﬂux inﬂuences the tissue within a depth of D.
As discussed earlier, two models are investigated for the boundary
condition at the depth of D from the surface subject to a given heat
ﬂux. These are (I) isolated core region and (II) uniform core temperature (Tc) at depth (D) as shown in Fig. 1. The value of the uniform temperature (Tc) can be assigned as the body core
temperature or a safe temperature not to damage the healthy tissues. These models are represented as
Model I: isolated core region condition


ohT b ib 

oy 

y¼D


ohT t it 
¼
¼0
oy y¼D

ð7Þ

Model II: uniform core temperature condition



hT b ib 

y¼D


 hT t it y¼D  T c

ð8Þ

2.4. Normalization
The governing equations are normalized utilizing the following
non-dimensional variables:

y
D

kb;eff ¼ ekb þ kb;dis

y¼0


ohT t it 
oy y¼0

The temperature at the interface of the body organ surface
is likely to be uniform regardless of whether it contacts the
tissue solid matrix or the blood. As such the temperature of
the tissue and the blood at the organ surface will be the same
[45,48,49]:

kb;eff
;
kt;eff
ð1  eÞDq_ gen
U¼
qs

g¼ ; j¼

where,

 kt;eff

Bi ¼

htb atb D2
;
kt;eff

h¼

kt;eff ðhTi  T s Þ
;
qs D

ð9Þ

Utilizing Eqs. (5) and (7)–(9), the governing Eqs. (1) and (2) can be
casted as
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of (a) the tissue-vascular system, (b) Model I: peripheral heat ﬂux or isolated core region condition, and (c) Model II: uniform core temperature
condition.

!
o4 hb
o2 hb
¼K
j 4  ð1 þ kÞBi
og
og2
!
o4 h
o2 ht
¼K
j 4t  ð1 þ kÞBi
og
og2

ð10Þ
ð11Þ

in which,

K ¼ Bi
for model I : isolated core region condition
K ¼ Bið1 þ ð1 þ jÞhc Þ
for model II : uniform core
temperature condition

ð12Þ
ð13Þ
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where,

T b;m ¼

kt;eff ðT c  T s Þ
hc ¼
qs D

Ts ¼

hb jg¼0 ¼ ht jg¼0 ¼ 0


ohb 
oht 
¼
¼0
og g¼1 og g¼1

o2 hb 
1þU
¼

og2 
j
g¼0

2 
o ht 
¼ U

og2 
g¼0


o3 hb 
o3 ht 
¼ 3
¼0

og3 
og 

Tb ¼

ð15Þ

ð30Þ

y

qs y
1
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ 2D

ð16Þ

þ



qs D þ ð1  eÞð1 þ jÞD2 q_ gen e2k ðkeky=D  1Þ þ keky=D þ 1
kðe2k þ 1Þ
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ2 Bi

ð17Þ

þ

qs þ ð1  eÞDq_ gen
qs D
xþ
þ Ta
3kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ
qcp ua D
ð31Þ

ð18Þ
Tt ¼
ð19Þ

g¼1

hb jg¼0 ¼ ht jg¼0 ¼ 0

ð20Þ

hb jg¼1 ¼ ht jg¼1 ¼ hc


o2 hb 
o2 hb 
1 þ ð1 þ jÞhc þ U
¼
¼


og2 
og2 
j
g¼0
g¼1


o2 ht 
o2 ht 
¼ 2
¼ U

og2 
og 

ð21Þ
ð22Þ

y
 q D þ ð1  eÞð1 þ jÞD2 q_
qs y
gen
1 þ s
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ 2D
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ2 Bi


e2k ðjkeky=D þ 1Þ þ jkeky=D  1
 ð1 þ jÞ 
kðe2k þ 1Þ
qs þ ð1  eÞDq_ gen
qs D
þ
xþ
þ Ta
3kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ
qcp ua D

ð32Þ

Model II: uniform core temperature condition

hb ¼

ð23Þ

1 g
½ð1 þ ð1 þ jÞhc Þg þ ð1 þ jÞhc  1
1þj 2


ð1 þ jÞðhc þ UÞ þ 1
ekg þ ekð1gÞ

1
ð1 þ jÞBi
1 þ ek

ð33Þ

g¼1

ht ¼

2.5. Blood, tissue, and surface temperature ﬁelds
Blood and tissue phase temperature distributions, can be
obtained by solving the governing equations and utilizing the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions given by Eqs. (10)–(23).
After considerable analysis, it results in the blood and tissue temperature proﬁles (for the sake of simplicity, the volume averaging
sign (h i) is dropped):
Model I: isolated core region condition

 


1
g  1 þ ð1 þ jÞU
ekg þ ekð2gÞ
hb ¼
g 1 
1
1þj
2
ð1 þ jÞBi
1 þ e2k

ð24Þ

 


1
g  jð1 þ ð1 þ jÞUÞ
ekg þ ekð2gÞ
g 1 þ
1
ht ¼
2k
1þj
ð1 þ jÞBi
2
1þe

ð26Þ

As such, the temperature difference between the tissue and the
blood phases and the blood mean temperature can be written as


1 þ ð1 þ jÞU
ekg þ ekð2gÞ
Dh ¼ h t  h b ¼
1
ð1 þ jÞBi
1 þ e2k



1 1 1 þ ð1 þ jÞU
1 e2k  1
þ
1
hb;m ¼
1þj 3
k e2k þ 1
ð1 þ jÞBi

ð34Þ

where,

k¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Bið1 þ jÞ=j

and

Dh ¼ ht  hb ¼



ð1 þ jÞðhc þ UÞ þ 1
ekg þ ekð1gÞ
1
ð1 þ jÞBi
1 þ ek

ð35Þ




1 1  5ð1 þ jÞhc 1 þ ð1 þ jÞðhc þ UÞ
2 ek  1
þ
1 k
1þj
ð1 þ jÞBi
k e þ1
12
ð36Þ

The blood mean temperature and the organ surface temperature, which is subjected to an imposed heat ﬂux, are derived to be

where,

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Bið1 þ jÞ=j

1 g
½ð1 þ ð1 þ jÞhc Þg þ ð1 þ jÞhc  1
1þj 2


j½ð1 þ jÞðhc þ UÞ þ 1
ekg þ ekð1gÞ
þ
1
ð1 þ jÞBi
1 þ ek

hb;m ¼
ð25Þ

k¼

qs þ ð1  eÞDq_ gen
qs D
xþ
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ
qcp ua D



1 qs þ ð1  eÞð1 þ jÞDq_ gen
1 e2k  1
þ Ta

1
þ
3
k e2k þ 1
ð1 þ jÞBiqs

Finally, using Eqs. (9), (24), (25) and (30), the blood and tissue
temperature proﬁles can be casted as

Model II: uniform core temperature condition

g¼0

ð29Þ

ð14Þ

Furthermore, utilizing equation (9), the boundary conditions
(6)–(8) can be normalized for each model. Additional boundary
conditions to solve the obtained 4th order blood/tissue energy
Eqs. (10) and (11) can be obtained by evaluating the second or
third order derivatives of hb and ht at the boundaries. This results
in the following set of boundary conditions for each model:
Model I: isolated core region condition

g¼1

qs þ ð1  eÞDq_ gen
x þ Ta
qcp ua D

ð27Þ
ð28Þ

The dimensional blood mean temperature and the body organ
surface temperature which is subjected to an imposed heat ﬂux,
are derived to be



qs D
1 ð1  eÞDq_ gen
T b;m ¼ T a  T c 
þ
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ 2
qs


7
j
2ðek  1Þ


ð1 
Þ
12 Bið1 þ jÞ
kðek þ 1Þ
2
3
12Bikt;eff ð1 þ jÞ2 x
4


5
 exp
k 1Þ
qcp ua D2 7Bið1 þ jÞ þ 12 1  2ðe
k
kðe þ1Þ
0
2
31
2ðek 1Þ
_ gen 7 jð1  kðek þ1ÞÞ
qs D
1
ð1

e
ÞD
q
@ þ
4 
5A þ T c
þ
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ 2
12
qs
Bið1 þ jÞ
ð37Þ
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0
sD
T a  T c  k qð1þ
jÞ
t;eff
Ts ¼ @
2



1
2

þ

ð1eÞDq_ gen
qs

n

7
12



k

2ðe 1Þ
j
 Bið1þ
jÞ 1  kðek þ1Þ

k


2ðe 1Þ
7
1
þ Bið1þ
12
jÞ 1  kðek þ1Þ

o1
A

3
2
12Bik
ð1
þ
j
Þ
x
t;eff


5
 exp 4
k 1Þ
qcp ua D2 7Bið1 þ jÞ þ 12 1  2ðe
kðek þ1Þ
þ

qs D þ ð1  eÞD2 q_ gen
þ Tc
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ

Model II: uniform core temperature condition
24ð1 þ jÞ=j

n

o 9
Nus ¼ 8 
12kt;eff ð1þjÞðT a T c Þ
ð1eÞDq_ gen
2ðek 1Þ
12j
>
>
 6þ
7  Bið1þ
>
>
>
>
qs D
qs
jÞ 1  kðek þ1Þ
>
0
1
2
3>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
=
2
12Bið1þ
 jÞ
  1A exp 4
12Bikt;eff ð1þjÞ x
5
@
k
k
2ðe 1Þ
>
>
qcp ua D2 7Bið1þjÞþ12 12ðek 1Þ
7Bið1þjÞþ12 1 k
>
>
>
>
kðe þ1Þ
>
>
h kðe þ1Þ

i
>
>
>
>
k 1Þ
_ gen
ð1
e
ÞD
q
>
>
2ðe
12
j
: þ6 þ
;
5þ
1 k
qs

ð1þjÞBi

kðe þ1Þ

ð44Þ

ð38Þ
Using Eqs. (9), (33), (34) and (38), the blood and tissue temperature proﬁles can be casted as

qs
ð1  eÞD2 q_ gen 
y y
þ1
Tb ¼
ðD  yÞ þ
1
2D D
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ
(
)!
y


j
eky=D þ ekð1DÞ
y y

þ1
þ 1
1
2D D
1 þ ek
Bið1 þ jÞ
(
)!
y
1
eky=D þ ekð1DÞ
þ
1
Bið1 þ jÞ
1 þ ek

n

 o1
0
ð1eÞDq_ gen
1
7
j  1  2ðek 1Þ
sD
T a  T c  k qð1þ
þ

k þ1Þ
2
12
j
Þ
q
Bið1þ
j
Þ
kðe
s
t;eff
A


@
2ðek 1Þ
7
1
þ Bið1þ
12
jÞ 1  kðek þ1Þ
2
3
2
12Bik
ð1
þ
j
Þ
x
t;eff


5 þ T c
 exp 4
ð39Þ
k 1Þ
qcp ua D2 7Bið1 þ jÞ þ 12 1  2ðe
kðek þ1Þ


qs
ð1  eÞD q_ gen 
y y
Tt ¼
þ1
ðD  yÞ þ
1
2D D
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ
kt;eff ð1 þ jÞ
(
)!
y


j2
eky=D þ ekð1DÞ
y y
þ1
1
þ 1
þ
k
2D D
Bið1 þ jÞ
1þe
(
)!
kð1Dy Þ
ky=D
k
e
þe

1
Bið1 þ jÞ
1 þ ek

n

 o1
0
ð1eÞDq_ gen
1
7
j  1  2ðek 1Þ
sD
T a  T c  k qð1þ
 Bið1þ
12
jÞ 2 þ
qs
jÞ
kðek þ1Þ
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2.7. Simpliﬁed solution
A simpliﬁed solution can be obtained assuming thermal equilibrium between the blood and tissue phases, i.e., h = hb = ht. Adding
the energy equations and utilizing boundary conditions (5)–(8),
the blood and tissue temperature distributions and the Nusselt
number are obtained as
Model I: isolated core region condition
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Utilizing Eqs. (28) and (36), the Nusselt number can be represented as
Model I: isolated core region condition
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As such, the heat exchange rate represented by a Nusselt number
at the body organ surface subject to an imposed heat ﬂux (qs) can be
displayed as

Nus ¼
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The body organ surface heat transfer coefﬁcient for the local
thermal non-equilibrium model is obtained from

ð47Þ

Model II: uniform core temperature condition

It should be noted that utilizing the established organ surface
temperature correlation (Eqs. (30) and (38)), a relationship between
the heat ﬂux value, depth of heat penetration and surface temperature are established in which having two of these quantities, the
third one can be evaluated.
2.6. Heat transfer correlations
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3. Results and discussions
The ability to readily and interactively predict tissue and blood
temperature distributions within a body organ is crucial for an
effective thermal therapy such as hyperthermia cancer treatment.
The tissue and blood temperature proﬁles obtained from the present analytical correlations effectively address this need. The tissue
and blood properties are utilized to assess the blood and tissue
temperature distributions obtained from the present analytical results. Based on the cited values in the literature [39], a representative volume fraction (0.1 or less) of the vascular system is utilized
for some of the comparisons. However, the established analytical
expressions allow for incorporating variations in representative
volume fraction as well as various physical attributes. In Figs. 2
and 3, the temperature proﬁles are compared with the available
data in the literature. In the works of Lee and Vafai [45] and
Maraﬁe and Vafai [49], exact solutions for forced convective ﬂow
through a channel ﬁlled with a porous medium and subject to an
imposed heat ﬂux are established which is equivalent to model I
of the present study (isolated core region condition) when the metabolic heat generation is zero.
In Fig. 2, the solid and liquid temperature proﬁles are compared
with the results obtained from the analytical correlations established by Lee and Vafai [45] for the porosity of 0.1. The solid and
liquid phase temperature distributions are in excellent agreement
with the ones by Lee and Vafai [45] for a wide range of liquid–solid
interstitial heat exchange parameters. Fig. 2 also indicates that a
decrease in the internal heat exchange results in a larger blood
and tissue temperature difference while displaying the importance
of utilizing the local thermal non-equilibrium model. In Fig. 3, the
solid and liquid temperature proﬁles obtained from the present
analytical study are compared with the analytical results of Lee
and Vafai [45] and analytical and numerical results of Maraﬁe
and Vafai [49] for the porosity of 0.01. A very good agreement is
observed for all of the cited comparisons. The very small deviation
between the numerical and analytical results is due to utilization
of a smaller Darcy number in the numerical simulations [49].

In Fig. 4, the analytical temperature distribution is compared
with the numerical results for both isolated and uniform core
temperature condition models. For the numerical simulations, an
implicit, pressure-based, cell-centered ﬁnite volume method is utilized to solve the coupled governing equations. The governing
equations, including Darcy–Brinkman momentum equation and
the energy equation with local thermal equilibrium assumption,
are discretized and linearized utilizing second order upwind method for the convection term and central differencing for the diffusion terms. Resulting algebraic equations are solved sequentially
using Gauss–Seidel point implicit linear equation solver in
conjunction with an algebraic multi-grid (AMG) method in order
to reduce the dispersion errors while increasing the computational
speed. SIMPLE algorithm is utilized for the pressure–velocity coupling [53,54]. An iterative procedure utilizing under-relaxation is
used and convergence is assumed when residuals become less than
106. Comparing analytical and numerical results for both models
indicates a very good qualitative and quantitative agreement as
seen in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 displays the effect of vascular volume fraction on the
blood and tissue temperature proﬁles. As can be seen, in both isolated and uniform surface temperature models, a decrease in the
vascular volume fraction increases the difference between the
blood/tissue temperature and that of the body organ surface. As
such, more temperature uniformity can be achieved within a biological structure with a larger vascular volume fraction resulting
in a more effective hyperthermia treatment. A change in the vascular volume fraction also translates in a change in the blood and
tissue effective thermal conductivities. The results in Fig. 5 display
the cooling effect of the blood on the tissue–vascular system. As a
natural cooling system in the body, the blood regulates the body
temperature during hyperthermia treatment by arterial blood with
the cold body core temperature, while modifying the vascular volume fraction of the biological structure. The natural body thermal
regulation system increases or decreases the vascular volume fraction of the biological structure when exposed to a higher or lower
temperature, respectively.

Fig. 2. Liquid and solid temperature proﬁles obtained from the present analytical solution and the analytical solution by Lee and Vafai [45] for Model I (isolated core region
condition) for different interstitial heat exchange values and e = 0.1, U = 0, and j = 0.111.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the liquid and solid temperature proﬁles obtained from the present analytical solution, the analytical solution by Lee and Vafai [45], and the analytical
and numerical solutions by Maraﬁe and Vafai [49] for Model I (isolated core region condition) at Bi = 10, e = 0.01, U = 0, and j = 0.01.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the temperature proﬁle obtained from the present analytical and numerical solutions utilizing blood–tissue local thermal equilibrium assumption at
e = 0.1, U = 0.018, and j = 0.111.

Fig. 6 displays the effect of metabolic heat generation on the
blood and tissue temperature proﬁles. As expected, larger heat
generation ratio also results in higher temperatures in the organ as
well as the blood within it. Fig. 6 conﬁrms that, in both isolated
and uniform core temperature models, an increase in the metabolic
heat generation results in a larger deviation between the tissue temperature and that of the blood. This shows that then error in utilizing
a local thermal equilibrium model for bioheat transfer investigations
increases as the metabolic heat generation (U) increases.

4. Conclusions
Understanding heat transfer processes and temperature distributions within biological media are key issues in thermal therapy
techniques such as hyperthermia cancer treatment. The biological
media can be treated as a blood saturated tissue represented by a
porous matrix. In this work, utilizing local thermal non-equilibrium model in porous media theory, exact solutions are established, for the ﬁrst time, for the tissue and blood temperature
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Fig. 5. The effect of vascular volume fraction on the blood and tissue temperature proﬁles at Bi = 10 and U/(1  e) = 0.022. (a) Model I: isolated core region condition and (b)
Model II: uniform core temperature condition.

distributions for two tissue/organ models representing isolated
and uniform core conditions. Analytical temperature distributions
for the organ surface, subject to an imposed heat ﬂux, and the
blood mean temperature as well as overall heat exchange correlations are also presented incorporating the effective parameters
such as the volume fraction of the vascular system, the blood
and tissue thermal conductivities, interfacial blood–tissue heat
exchange, tissue/organ depth, arterial velocity and temperature,
body core temperature, imposed hyperthermia heat ﬂux, metabolic
heat generation, and the blood’s physical properties. The exact
solutions established in this work allow for a readily accessible
and interactive prediction of tissue and blood temperature distri-

bution within a body organ. This addresses a crucial need in hyperthermia treatment. A very good agreement exists between the
results, obtained from the present analytical study, and the available data in the literature and our numerical simulations. The
results indicate the importance of utilizing the local thermal
non-equilibrium model especially at higher metabolic heat generation ratios (U) and within biological media with lower vascular
volume fraction. A decrease in the metabolic heat generation or
an increase in the organ/tissue’s vascular volume fraction enhances
temperature uniformity within the media resulting in a more effective hyperthermia treatment. Simpliﬁed solutions were also established based on the local thermal equilibrium between the tissue

S. Mahjoob, K. Vafai / International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer 52 (2009) 1608–1618
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Fig. 6. The effect of metabolic heat generation on the blood and tissue temperature proﬁles at Bi = 10, e = 0.1, and j = 0.111. (a) Model I: isolated core region condition and
(b) Model II: uniform core temperature condition.

and blood for both tissue/organ models representing isolated and
uniform core conditions.
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